
2030 Gasoline Phaseout
What it does, and why we need it



Who we are

Green Energy Consumers Alliance is a non-profit based in Boston and 

Providence. This is our 40th year as an organization.

Our mission is to harness the power of energy consumers to speed 

the transition to a low-carbon future.



How to use this resource

Green Energy Consumers Alliance is running a campaign in both Massachusetts and Rhode 
Island to phaseout the sale of new gas-powered cars starting in 2030. A phaseout starting in 
2030 is doable and ambitious to transition away from polluting vehicles over the next 30 
years. It is also necessary to meet the climate goals and improve health in each state.

This slideshow is a resource to hub for lawmakers, advocates, and concerned citizens to learn 
more about the climate, health, economic, and market impacts of a gasoline phaseout 
starting in 2030. The slideshow is divided into multiple sections:

➢ State climate goals and the state of the EV market – Slide 4

➢ Phasing out gasoline in 2030 – Slide 17

➢ Co-benefits of phasing out gasoline – Slide 25

➢ Technology & Market Outlook – Slide 34

➢ Contact us – Slide 45



State climate goals and the 
state of the EV market

Electric vehicle (EV) technology is advancing rapidly, but policy has not 
moved fast enough for Massachusetts and Rhode Island to meet their 

mandates to reduce climate-warming emissions by 2030.



EVs are crucial for emissions reduction

Source: Union of Concerned Scientists

https://evtool.ucsusa.org/


And electric cars will get cleaner every year



The transition to electric cars will also improve our 
health

● A transition will save 

$950 million annually 

in MA and $178 million 

annually in RI in 

healthcare costs.

● Savings come from 

avoided trips to ER, 

fewer lost work-days, 

and fewer 

premature deaths 

associated with cleaner 

air.

Source: American Lung Association

https://www.lung.org/clean-air/electric-vehicle-report


Better air quality will improve health outcomes for 
everyone, especially communities of color and 
communities near major travel corridors (like I-95)

Source: Union of Concerned Scientists

https://www.ucsusa.org/sites/default/files/attach/2019/06/Inequitable-Exposure-to-Vehicle-Pollution-MA.pdf


Growth in EV adoption can happen quickly, 
with the right policies

Source: Electrification Coalition, Veloz

https://www.electrificationcoalition.org/work/state-ev-policy/zev-state-policy-scorecards/:~:text=POLICY%20SCORECARD,electric%20vehicle%20(EV)%20adoption.
https://www.veloz.org/california-first-u-s-state-to-hit-1-million-evs-sold/?mc_cid=287dc63740&mc_eid=c6f7fbb46a


Massachusetts Climate Plan

• Interim Clean Energy & Climate Plan set a goal of 750,000 -
1 million EVs by 2030 to meet a 45% emission 
reduction mandate. Transportation & Climate Initiative (TCI) 
was listed as a major strategy to help fund and meet this 
goal.

• Since then, the Next Generation Roadmap bill increased 
the 2030 emissions mandate to 50% reduction and 
Governor Baker has pulled out of TCI.

What is Plan B to get 1 million EVs on the road by 2030?



MA is not on track for 1 million EVs by 2030

● Less than 1% total cars on 
the road are electric as of 
2022.

● Without intervention, 9% of 
all cars and 22% of new 
sales will be electric 
by 2030.

● Massachusetts needs to get 
to 50% EV sales in 2030 to 
have 1 million EVs on the 
road in 2030.

The ramp-up in EV sales from 
now until 2030 to reach 50% EV 
sales is extremely steep.



MA 2050 Roadmap says existing policy isn’t enough

● We’re behind because EV sales do 

not translate to fast fleet turnover; 

that means only about 5% of the 5.5 

million cars in Mass. are replaced 

with new cars in any given year.

● 3% new EV sales replaces 

just 0.0015% of the existing car stock 

with EVs; we need to get to 20% 

vehicle stock by 2030.

● Modeling confirms that without 

policy intervention, Massachusetts 

will get to 500,000 EVs on the roads 

in 2030; half of what is needed to 

meet its mandatory emissions 

reduction target.
Source: 2050 Massachusetts Decarbonization Roadmap

https://www.mass.gov/doc/transportation-sector-technical-report/download


Rhode Island climate goals

● Act On Climate passed in 2021 and 

set mandatory emissions reduction of 
45% by 2030.

● A plan is due by the end of 2022. 
Since transportation is the largest 

source of GHGs, we can expect EVs to 
be an important part of the plan.

● RI currently has 4,600 EVs on 
the road.

● ZEV goal to increase to 43,000 by 
2025 (we’re behind)

● To stay on pace with MA’s goal of 1 
million EVs by 2030, we estimate 

Rhode Island needs roughly 127,000 
EVs to meet its Act On Climate 

mandate.



100% new EV sales doesn’t mean gasoline-
powered cars disappear overnight

2035 phaseout is illustrated above with a steady ramp up in sales. Note that even when 100% of new 
sales are electric, it takes many years for the fleet to shift away from gasoline powered vehicles.

Source: New York Times

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/03/10/climate/electric-vehicle-fleet-turnover.html 


Fleet turnover takes a 
long time because cars 
last a long time

● Average vehicle age in New 

England is 11 years.

● The majority (>96%) of new cars 

being added to the roads now are 

gasoline-powered, which means 

gasoline isn’t going anywhere 

anytime soon.

Source: New York Times

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/03/10/climate/electric-vehicle-fleet-turnover.html 


Key Points

1. We can only expect to replace about 5% of the total fleet every year with new 
cars based on historical sales data in Massachusetts and Rhode Island.

2. New cars put on the road today will be on the road for 15-20 years, so every 
new gas-powered car sold locks us into another two decades of gasoline 
consumption.

3. Electric cars are coming, but not fast enough to align with our climate goals.

4. For most cars to be electric by 2050, we need to start phasing out gasoline by 
no later than 2030.

5. Increasing new electric car sales to 100% by 2030 requires investment and 
planning now.



Phasing out gasoline in 2030

It’s more doable than it might sound, and it’s a fair way to make 
sure secondhand car buyers will have access to clean cars.



What does it mean to begin a phaseout of 
gasoline in 2030?

• It means we would set a target date for 100% of new 
car registrations for cars model year 2030 or newer to be 
electric.

• PHEVs (plug-in hybrid vehicles) that have a rechargeable 
battery and a small, efficient gasoline engine would be allowed.

• Such a policy would only affect *new* cars. Used cars model 
year 2029 or older would be unaffected.



100% EV sales in 2030 is the beginning of a 
gasoline phaseout transition period



The majority of Americans never buy a new 
vehicle in their lifetime

About 3x as many used 
vehicles are sold every 
year as new.

Secondhand options 
are limited by 
the purchase 
preferences of new-car 
buyers.

Source: Statista

https://www.statista.com/statistics/183713/value-of-us-passenger-cas-sales-and-leases-since-1990/


A phaseout of new gas-powered cars only 
affects new-car buyers, who are generally 
higher-income

The average cost of a new car was 
roughly $40K in 2019. That 
number has skyrocketed to $47K 
as of 2022. There are many EV 
options below $40K.

A phase-out of new gas-powered 
cars starting in 2030 is a fair way 
to increase EV adoption and 
to make electric vehicles 
accessible to all 
consumers without only relying 
on purchase incentives.

Source: GoBankingRates.com

https://www.gobankingrates.com/saving-money/car/salary-you-need-to-afford-car-your-state/


Other states have committed to state-wide 
gasoline phaseouts by 2035

We believe 2030 is the right 
date for MA & RI because:

• It’s aspirational, not 
binding.

• Shooting for 2030 means 
we’ll probably land at 2035.

• The point is to mobilize 
the state’s infrastructure 
and planning for 2030 
emission reduction 
deadlines.



Mandates are not the only policy tool to 
increase EV adoption

• However, in every country that is 
leading on EV adoption, there is 
some sort of mandate or goal in 
play.

• In Europe, both incentives and 
dis-incentives are rapidly 
increasing the adoption of 
electric vehicles.

• Germany enacted a suite of 
policies to support charging 
installation and EV purchases in 
late 2019- you can see the impact 
in 2020 and 2021.

• Pictured: Market share of 
electric vehicles in Germany 
from 2014 to 2022

Source: Statista

https://www.statista.com/statistics/1166826/electric-vehicles-market-share-germany/


Many countries 
have committed to 
setting a date to 
end new gas-
powered car sales.

Source: Coltura

https://www.coltura.org/world-gasoline-phaseouts


Co-benefits of phasing out 
gasoline

EVs aren’t just better for the climate; they improve public 
health, create more local jobs, and lower fuel costs for drivers.



Polling indicates drivers want electric cars

• 71% of U.S. drivers say they would consider buying an EV at some 
point in the future, with nearly a third considering an EV for their 
next car purchase. (Consumer Reports, Summer 2020)

• Interest in EVs is growing fast; in 2019, just 20% of Americans were 
considering EVs. (AAA, Spring 2019)

• Massachusetts voters think it’s important to improve transit AND 
electrify vehicles. It’s not an either-or. (MassINC Polling Group, March 
2021)

• 96% of existing EV drivers say they will buy another EV the next time 
they’re in the market for a new car (AAA, Winter 2020)

https://www.consumerreports.org/hybrids-evs/cr-survey-shows-strong-interest-in-evs-a1481807376/
https://newsroom.aaa.com/2018/05/1-in-5-us-drivers-want-electric-vehicle/
https://commonwealthmagazine.org/news-analysis/poll-shows-support-for-both-evs-public-transit/
https://newsroom.aaa.com/2020/01/aaa-owning-an-electric-vehicle-is-the-cure-for-most-consumer-concerns/


Polling specifically supports the idea of a gasoline 
phaseout no later than 2030

Two recent polls indicate 
most Americans want a policy 
to phase out the sale of new 
gasoline cars to take effect no 
later than 2030.

• Climate Policy, Summer 
2019

• Coltura, October 2021

https://ensia.com/notable/electric-vehicle-ev-climate-change/
https://www.coltura.org/polling


Support for a gasoline phaseout is particularly 
high among Black and Hispanic voters

Black
respondents

Hispanic
respondents

White
Respondents

Respondents
of other 
races

Somewhat or very 
worried about climate 
change

87% 78% 69% 80%

Somewhat or very 
worried about air 
pollution

84% 81% 72% 85%

Somewhat or very 
positive opinion of EVs

78% 77% 61% 78%

Somewhat or very likely 
to purchase an EV in the 
next five years

59% 65% 45% 65%

Think it’s somewhat 
or very important for the 
US to transition

68% 68% 56% 73%

Somewhat or 
strongly support a policy 
that requires all new 
cars to be electric 
starting in 2030

68% 64% 51% 71%

Source: Coltura

https://www.coltura.org/polling


Volatile gas prices hurt drivers

A transition to electric cars will help key vehicle fuel costs stable and give New 
England, which does not produce or refine petroleum, greater energy independence.

Source: Energy Information Administration

https://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/hist/LeafHandler.ashx?n=pet&s=emm_epm0_pte_nus_dpg&f=m


EV drivers are already saving

The average Massachusetts 
driver saves $600 annually 
in fuel costs by switching to 
an EV.

Lower fuel and 
maintenance 
costs translate to $6,000 in 
savings over the lifetime of 
the car.

Source: Consumer Reports

https://www.consumerreports.org/hybrids-evs/evs-offer-big-savings-over-traditional-gas-powered-cars/
https://www.consumerreports.org/hybrids-evs/evs-offer-big-savings-over-traditional-gas-powered-cars/


Cumulative net benefits from greater EV use in 
Massachusetts could exceed $32 billion state-wide by 
2050

• 51% ($16.8 billion) will accrue 
directly to PEV owners in the 
form of reduced annual 
vehicle operating costs

• 24% ($7.8 billion) will accrue 
to electric utility customers in 
the form of reduced electric 
bills

• 25% ($8.0 billion) will accrue 
to society at large, as the 
value of reduced 
GHG emissions.

Source: MJ Bradley

https://mjbradley.com/sites/default/files/MA_PEV_CB_Analysis_FINAL_17nov16.pdf


Job increases for installing EV charging

• No car manufacturing or petroleum refining industry in RI or MA.

• The transition to electricity as a fuel source instead of gas will 
create electrician jobs in EV charging and grid management.

• Nationwide, the installation of public EV charging infrastructure alone 
is expected to create 22,720 job-years from 2021 to 2030 if 15 million 
EVs are on the road in 2030.

• Assuming Massachusetts gets 1 million EVs on the road by 2030, 
that would mean 1500 job-years from now until then.

• Climate Jobs RI estimates 193 direct jobs over the next 8 years to 
install charging all over the state.

https://etcommunity.org/assets/files/Workforce-ProjectionstoSupportBatteryElectricVehicleChargingInfrastructureInstallation-Final202106082.pdf


Job impacts for existing industries

• Autobody shops will not be affected; EVs will need body-work done, too.
• Dealerships will continue to sell cars; they will just be electric.
• Gas stations and convenience stores will transition to dispensing EV charging.

The job-type that will be most impacted by a phaseout of gasoline will be 
mechanics who work on ICE engines.

• For existing mechanics: Gasoline powered vehicles will still be on the road 
through 2050 because a 100% EV sales by 2030 means a gradual decline of gas-
powered cars. Those who make a living repairing engines now will continue to 
have work.

• For mechanics-to-be or those in training: This bill will send a clear message to 
workforce development and job training programs to adapt training to focus on 
work that electric cars will need. The mechanic of the future may look more like 
an IT guy than a mechanic. We do more harm by pretending that electric cars 
aren’t coming.



Technology and market 
outlook

Electric vehicle technology will be ready for everyone to shift to 
EVs by 2030.



The upfront cost barrier is shrinking

• Many Americans cite high 
purchase prices as a barrier 
to owning an EV.

• EVs are getting cheaper 
faster than experts 
anticipated.

• In the last 10 years, lithium 
ion batteries used in EVs 
have dropped in cost by 
89%

• For comparison, battery 
costs have fallen faster than 
the average cost 
of residential solar, which 
dropped by ~60% from 
2008 to 2018.

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance 

https://about.bnef.com/blog/battery-pack-prices-cited-below-100-kwh-for-the-first-time-in-2020-while-market-average-sits-at-137-kwh/ 


EVs will reach upfront cost parity between 2025-2027

• Cost parity is the point at 
which an electric vehicle 
costs as much as an 
equivalent gas-powered 
car to purchase on 
an upfront basis.

• The exact crossover point 
depends on the segment 
(sedan, SUV, pickup, 
van, etc).

Source: Transport & Environment

https://www.transportenvironment.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/2021_05_05_Electric_vehicle_price_parity_and_adoption_in_Europe_Final.pdf


Many EVs are already cost-competitive with the average cost 
of a new gas-powered car. Source: Energy Foundation

https://twitter.com/EnergyFdn/status/1499145523487461378


Better battery tech means longer driving ranges

• EVs are also getting better 
in terms of range, 
efficiency, and style.

• 100 new BEVs from a 
variety of automakers are set 
to debut by 2024.

Source: InsideEVs.com

https://insideevs.com/news/464449/median-range-evs-2020-exceeded-250-miles/#:~:text=According%20to%20the%20Office%20of,than%20250%20miles%20per%20charge.


Automakers are serious about EVs

Automaker Commitments

BMW
• 50% of global sales will be electric by 2030

Ford
• $22 billion invested through 2025 in electric vehicles
• Ford F-150 Lightning will be first all-electric pickup truck available 

in 2022

General Motors
• Plans to stop selling gas-powered cars after 2035
• Chevy Bolt, Cadillac Lyriq, Hummer EV all being sold or produced 

now
• Chevy Silverado EV due in 2023-2024

Honda
• 40% of sales will be electric by 2030
• Plans to stop selling gas-powered cars by 2040

Hyundai-Kia
• $7.4 billion invested through 2025 in electric vehicle production
• 50% cut in gas-powered car production announced
• 20% of car sales will be electric by 2025

Nissan
• 8 electric car models released by end of 2023

Stellantis
• 50% sales will be electric in North America by 2030
• $35.5 billion invested in EVs by 2025

Toyota
• 70 electrified models will be available by 2025

Volkswagen
• Expects 50% sales will be electric by 2030 in America
• 70 electrified models in development
• Last gas-powered car platform will launch in 2026



Commitments to EVs are accelerating



Countries 
with aggressive 
EV adoption goals 
also see more EV 
models available 
sooner.

The market is 
under enormous 
pressure globally 
to shift to EVs.

Source: Bloomberg, Nat Bullard

https://twitter.com/NatBullard/status/1502308975597035521


Sedans Chevy Bolt Nissan LEAF Hyundai Ioniq EV Toyota Prius Prime MINI Electric Hardtop Hyundai Ioniq PHEV

SUVs Nissan Ariya Hyundai Ioniq 5 Chevy Bolt EUV Ford Mustang Mach-E Volkswagen ID.4 Mitsubishi Outlander PHEV

Pick Up Trucks Ford F-150 Lightning Chevy Silverado EV Rivian R1T GM Hummer Truck EV Lordstown Endurance



Automakers are now spending more on building EVs 
than they are gas cars.

Source: Bloomberg

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-08-05/automakers-are-investing-billions-of-dollars-in-evs 


Medium and Heavy Duty Vehicles are coming, too

Source: CALSTART

https://globaldrivetozero.org/site/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/CALSTART_Global-Sales_White-Paper_FINAL_022822_1221pm.pdf


Questions?

Anna Vanderspek, Electric Vehicle Program Director for MA
Anna@GreenEnergyConsumers.org

Mal Skowron, Transportation Policy & Program Coordinator for RI
Mal@GreenEnergyConsumers.org

mailto:Anna@GreenEnergyConsumers.org
mailto:Mal@GreenEnergyConsumers.org

